Intelliscore Plus

Make critical
business decisions
with confidence

SM

Dramatically improve financial results and efficiency with
Intelliscore Plus, Experian’s strongest business score that
provides breakthrough performance in identifying risky
accounts. Now you can draw on the power of Experian’s
commercial and owner data to make critical credit decisions
through a streamlined single-inquiry process.
SM

Optimize decisions with enhanced
predictive models
Having access to the most predictive
business scores is critical for
companies to make quick, reliable
credit decisions and manage portfolios.
Experian has created one of the
industry’s most powerful tools for
fast and accurate risk assessment.
Intelliscore Plus is a predictive
powerhouse that uses advanced
statistical techniques and accesses
more than 800 commercial and owner
variables, including tradeline and
collections information, recent credit
inquiries, public filings, new account
activity, key financial ratios, as well
as other performance indicators, to
give you an unparalleled view of your
prospects and customers.
®

Assess risk more accurately
with blended data
Recent studies have shown that when
determining the risk potential of small
businesses, evaluating both business
and owner credit performance is more
predictive than employing a commercial
or a consumer risk model alone.
Drawing upon blended data, Intelliscore
Plus helps address a credit industry
dilemma: Which goes bad first, the
credit history of the business or that
of the business owner? In fact, the
leading indicator of distress varies by
business age and size, with business
scores deteriorating first more often
than owners’ scores for businesses with
more than 10 years’ experience. The
numbers reverse for businesses with
less than five years’ experience.

2. Owner/Guarantor information
	Name and address associated
with the proprietor of the
business. Report may list up
to four owners/guarantors.
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As more business owners leverage
their personal assets to meet business
obligations, reviewing personal credit
histories along with commercial credit
information is a prudent practice that
is permitted under the Fair Credit
Reporting Act.
While optimal results are generated
with blended credit information,
Intelliscore Plus also provides highly
predictive scores on the business
or the owner. You choose whether to
request a commercial-only score or a
blended score based on the information
included in your inquiry. Whether
the results are blended, you can
count on Experian’s industry-leading
information to provide unparalleled
insight, precision and flexibility for
evaluating financial health.
Leveraging the power of the
Experian edge
Experian’s modeling and scoring
capabilities that enable Intelliscore
Plus are just one component of the

3–5 years

5–10 years

10+ years

Experian edge. The Experian
edge consists of five core elements
that allow us to be the superior
commercial credit provider.
1. Data sources
2. BizSource and TrueSearch
SM

3.	Full report number
	Use the full report number within
the same business day to receive
the Business Profile Report and/
or the Business Owner Profile at a
discounted price. These profiles
will provide insight into the detailed
payment performance and public
record information for this company.
4.	Corporate Linkage
	When the inquired-upon business is
part of a corporate family, an indicator
notifies users the business is a
member of a corporate family. Users
can quickly request to see the linkage
details available in the Business
Profile report by clicking on the link.
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3. Business Identification Number
4. Corporate Linkage
5. Modeling and scoring
How to read the Intelliscore
Plus report
1. Company information
	Key information, including business
name, address, phone number,
Experian Business Identification
Number (BIN), date the company’s
file began in the Experian database,
year of incorporation and Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) code.
The report displays the primary name
and address and also may display
the name and address most closely
matching your inquiry.

5.	Intelliscore Plus
	A statistically based credit risk
score that can combine business
and proprietor credit data to predict
the likelihood of serious delinquency
in the next 12 months. Scores range
from 0 to 100, where lower scores
indicate higher risk.
6. Factors lowering the score
	Indicates the factors most
influential in lowering the
score from a top value of 100.
7. All-industry risk comparison
	Determines the percentage
of businesses that have a
higher likelihood of becoming
severely delinquent compared
with this business.
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Sample report

8. Intelliscore Plus action
	Provides a default risk
assessment message; the field
may be customized to display your
company’s credit policy message
with customized score ranges.
9.	Business credit information
	Summary of the number of trade
experiences, trade performance
and amount of credit extended.
10.	Business derogatory filings
	Legal filings and collections
that may impact the business’s
performance, including the
date range of the filings.

11.	Owner/Guarantor
account information
	Summary of the owner’s/
guarantor’s consumer credit
account performance, including
bankcard, revolving, auto lease
and real-estate accounts.
12.	Owner/Guarantor derogatory
filings and payment status
	Legal filings and collections
that may impact the owner’s/
guarantor’s performance, as
well as current satisfactory and
delinquent payment statuses.

Put Intelliscore Plus to work for you
Experian’s dedicated Business
Information Services team has
developed a powerful resource that
generates highly predictive scores with
greater speed and accuracy to make
managing small-business credit more
reliable and easier than ever before.
To find out more about Intelliscore
Plus, contact your local Experian sales
representative or call 1 800 520 1221.
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